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Executive Summary: Reversing the Impact of
COVID-19 on Front-End Sales
Sales of front-end merchandised products could use a shot in the arm.
The pandemic wreaked all sorts of havoc on this high-value area of the
store: Shoppers visited stores less often and spent less time in-store
when they did visit; retailers kept shoppers socially distanced while instore and frequently limited the number of people allowed in the store;
queuing protocols also dramatically reduced what in pre-pandemic
times had been valuable dwell time; and retailers worked to support
consumers’ desire for limited contact by increasing self-check and other
forms of contactless pay.
The result of these changes was a self-reported 28% drop in impulse
snack purchases1 in 2020. IRI Total Store Sales supports this. When
front-end items are aggregated into a category, it would be the 11th
largest in the store, sliding down from its 9th place slot in 2019, with
growth dramatically lower than other categories throughout the store.
2020

Dollar Sales
($Millions)

Dollar Sales % Change
vs. YA

1

Beer/Ale/Alcoholic Cider

$14,215

18.5%

2

Carbonated Beverages

$12,843

15.0%

3

Salty Snacks

$12,752

15.1%

4

Natural Cheese

$11,288

21.4%

5

Wine

$10,719

15.5%

6

Fresh Bread & Rolls

$10,371

13.5%

7

Milk

$10,175

11.3%

8

Bottled Water

$8,078

11.8%

9

Dinners/Entrees - FZ

$6,085

14.6%

10

Coffee

$6,045

11.1%

11

Checkout

$6,029

2.6%

12

Ice Cream/Sherbet

$5,499

17.4%

13

Breakfast Meats

$5,492

22.4%

14

Cold Cereal

$5,478

10.1%

15

Yogurt

$5,316

4.2%

Source: IRI TSV Total U.S. Food, Checkout includes UPCs commonly found at front end. 2021 ending April 18, 2021.
IMC Key Retailer Front-End Growth
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A positive
checkout
experience
influences
where shoppers
choose to shop.

And this from a department of the store that during pre-pandemic
times over-delivered on profits, indexing 139 compared to total store,
and historically drove higher growth.
The front end is a make-or-break proposition for shoppers. A positive
checkout experience influences where shoppers choose to shop, with
58% of consumers reporting they will change stores if the primary
difference is a better checkout experience.4 A vast majority, 85%, report
checkout is important to their overall shopping experience.4
As consumers return to stores, front-end merchandising is a way to
create a positive in-store experience. By creating a destination, retailers
are also developing a real reason for shoppers to choose a given store
— and having the products that they want and expect drives overall
impulse sales growth.
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Threats to Growth
Social mobility is increasing as the pandemic eases, and people are
making more trips back to the store. But many shoppers report some
of their pandemic in-store behaviors will stick for the long-term. Onethird of shoppers indicate they’ll plan to use self-checkout for the vast
majority/every trip in the next year.3
Unfortunately for front-end merchandise, the investments that retailers
made in self-checkout often didn’t include effective merchandising.
According to data from Impulse Marketing Co., traditional check-lane
merchandise sales declined an average of 52% when converted to
self-checkout.

Average Conversion Loss Between Cashier Lanes and Self-Checkout
Beverages

Candy

Gum & Mints

Snacks

GM/HBC

Total

-39%
-51%

-57%
-65%

-52%
-59%

Source: IMC Proprietary retailer research; average of 3 retailers’ conversion 2020
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The checkout
area is often not
managed as a
category across
retailers.

The dramatic adoption of e-commerce, which saw sales up 53% in
mid-April versus a year ago2, is also a behavior likely to stick, creating
an opportunity for online impulse options but further dampening
prospects for in-store conversion. E-commerce accounts for 37% of
general merchandise/health and beauty aids sales in grocery, taking a
significant bite out of in-store sales. Other impulse categories, including
gum/mints (15% of sales via e-comm) and candy (19% of sales via
e-comm), have seen smaller percentages revert to e-commerce. 2,7
However, as e-commerce sites improve their ability to merchandise
“impulse” purchases, and as consumers’ comfort with online shopping
continues to take hold, further erosion is anticipated.
Lastly, the checkout area is often not managed as a category across
retailers. Current tracking efforts, typically during annual or threeyear merchandising updates, are no longer adequate. As the battle
for market share across every area of the store intensifies with the
recovery, frequent tracking of front end in total will help retailers assess
their ability to convert these highly profitable transactions and better
benchmark success versus competition.
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Impulse Is Important to the Checkout Experience
In addition to an efficient transaction, shoppers expect the convenience
of finding their favorite items at checkout, no matter the transaction
type. All of the growth for checkout has been in edible segments —
particularly beverages (+5%) and snacks (+142%).

$ Sales (Billions)
+6.6%
$5.63

2016

+16.3%

$6.00

2020

$5.21
$4.48

-31.5%
$1.15

Total Checkout

Edible Total

Non-Edible Total

Source: IMC Checkout Update 2021

More than half of consumers (54% and 53%, respectively) who are
influenced to make a purchase at checkout say they want indulgent or
healthier options.6
Total 2020

vs. 2019

Indulgent Snacks

54%

+1 pts

Healthy Snacks

53%

+5 pts

Cold Carbonated Beverages

41%

NC

Cold Bottled Water

41%

NC

Healthy Ready-to-Drink
(smoothies, juices, etc.)

41%

+8 pts

Source: IRI How America Eats: 2019 State of Snack Industry; IRI 2019 Snacking Survey
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Shopping behaviors will continue to change, and retailers and their
CPG partners need to get ahead of shopper behaviors. Understand
that the front-end checkout space includes a wide variety of categories
and products, and most shoppers will not switch lanes to buy a specific
product. It’s the original “store-within-a-store,” and having top sellers
within arm’s reach of the register is key to driving impulse sales.
Foremost, checkout merchandising is about getting the right allocation
of categories, in the right locations, and with the right presentation
of assortments. Allocation and location should be considered across
all transaction types. As seen below, beverage conversion differs by
lane type, but sales can also vary based on the types of beverages
merchandised. While top sellers across brands and segments should
be accessible at every lane, this can be challenging based on which
companies own the service coolers.

Beverage Category Conversion Example
8.1
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7
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3.9

4
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0
Total Checkout

Cashiered Lane

Self-Checkout

RETAILER CURRENT PERFORMANCE

Grocery Average

Top Retailers

INDUSTRY BENCHMARK

Source: Impulse Marketing Co. Proprietary Retailer Research Example

For this reason, checkout merchandising plans need to include all
transaction types. While merchandising space tends to be more limited
at self-checkout, consider adding a queue wall at the entrance to the
self-checkout area. According to research by Impulse Marketing Co.,
a queue wall delivered an incremental $20K per store per year versus
a store with limited merchandising at self-checkouts. Register layouts
can be maximized to include top sellers at each register using grid wall
merchandising. Item assortments should be selected based on high
frequency, high impulsivity and high household penetration criteria. It’s
a simple question: Is this something most shoppers want and will buy
often in-store?
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Anchor a Positive Store Experience in Front End
Front-end merchandising is often viewed as the last aisle shopped and
arguably the most valuable real estate in the store. Front end can be
utilized to support shoppers’ immediate, personal needs in different
ways. This includes:
•

a way to self-reward or delight a friend/family member

•

a way to satisfy immediate hunger or thirst — macro snacking will
reach $16 billion in the next five years5

•

a reminder to purchase items not on the list

•

delivering a sense of efficiency because the shopper didn’t have to
hunt an item down elsewhere in the store

•

exposure to new items; new product discovery in-store declined
during the pandemic.

Treating the front end like a category is critical to ensure a great experience
for shoppers and drive impulse sales. It also acts as a benchmark — both
internally and against competitors — for continual evolution and market
share growth, adapting to shoppers’ changing behaviors.
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There are strategies that retailers and their CPG partners can take to
improve conversion of front-end sales. Start with an evaluation of overall
category and shopper trends as a basis by which to review current
category performance and gaps to market. Reviewing conversion
across categories and pay points can identify opportunities to optimize
assortment and fill in gaps in merchandising and accessibility to
top sellers. Create a complete cross-category view of performance
compared to rest-of-market with ongoing trend tracking for assortment,
payment types and physical interaction.
Evaluate front-end merchandising now to create better check-lane
experiences and build merchandising to support self-check areas.
Continuously track performance in order to remain agile and respond
to changing trends at front end. The results can pay dividends; Impulse
Marketing Co. finds that effective merchandising across all transaction
points and categories lifts checkout sales by 20% or more. However,
as mobility increases through 2021, IRI forecasts food and beverage
front-end sales growth could be 75% lower than 2020, dropping from
10-12% in 2020 to 3% in 2021.8 This could reduce front-end growth to
well below 1%, a significant reduction in historical front-end growth.
Improving front-end strategies and merchandising is critical to winning
growth and consumer conversion.
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2021 IRI Snack Survey
IRI E-Market Insights, 52 wks ending April 18, 2021, from 205 Tracked Categories
IRI Omnibus survey April-May 2021
A commissioned survey of 1,000 U.S. consumers conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Digimarc (March 2018) *
“The State Of Global Online Grocery Retail, 2018,” Forrester Research, Inc. (March 20, 2018)
IRI 2019 Snacking Survey
IRI 2021 Snacking Survey/Note: 2019 = First year to ask the question
IRI TSV 52 weeks ending April 18; includes only categories that report in both B&M and E-comm
IRI Strategic Analytics Models & Forecast
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